Case Study #1 CR3302

Our Point of Difference:

The GCHR Standard
A Case Study of Chevron Renaissance, Apartment 3302
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Improving your returns by improving
your apartments’ first impression

ensuring your returns.

We here at GCHR know how important it is to make a

We reiterate that will not seek to spend your money

brilliant first impression: it’s the difference between

unnecessarily. But, as you now know, we do regularly

a glowing online review, and a negative, public scorn

evaluate all properties in our care and especially those

via the web; between a return guest and a vacant

that are underperforming when compared to nearby

apartment; and it is the main motivation for us in

properties. Ensuring your apartment presents as well

revamping our front office here in Surfers Paradise!

as possible is fundamental to our success in increasing

First impressions are incredibly important, especially

owner returns.

when it comes to securing greater returns for our
owners.

We at Gold Coast Holiday Rentals know the market.

Our message continues to be a simple one: if you want
to enjoy both the maximum income return on your

Your guests determine their approval of your

investment as well as ensuring that it is kept in peak

apartment in the split seconds that pass upon entering

condition for a possible sale at the optimal price then

the apartment and scanning the room. To us, this

regular reinvestment is a necessity. We at Gold Coast

means that it is part of our job to ensure all efforts are

Holiday Rentals know that first impressions matter.

made to get your guests’ tick of approval as soon as

We continue to strive to improve the returns on your

they walk in their front door.

investment.

With this in mind, we present the first of our ongoing

Kind regards,

Case Study newsletters. Our inaugural Case Study
refers to apartment CR3302.
When we began managing CR3302 in December
2016, our owner was understandably distressed

Tony Boulden

about the condition they found their apartment in
upon it being released by Mantra. The poor condition
of the apartment gives rise to the justified conclusion
that other agents simply do not consider regular
inspection, from a maintenance perspective, to be
worthwhile. This, from our guests’ point of view, is an
enormous mistake. Guests notice everything: from
a dirty rangehood to a broken window handle. And,
then, so should your agent.
A picture is worth a thousand words. Through
these Case Studies, we aim to express to you, our
owners, just how seriously we take the management
and maintenance of your apartment, especially in
comparison to other agents. Below you’ll find some
of the worse examples (of which there were many)
of how little care other agents have when it comes to

Download the pictorial
report of CR3302
For a full pictorial report on the
condition of CR3302 pre-GCHR,
please click here or copy this
link: https://www.dropbox.com/
sh/gxjg0nxguc5m962/AACWUTihpSK7zHCQ2DZQmwRa?dl=0
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Take it from us, with more 60% of our unique bookings coming from online affiliates such as TripAdvisor.com
and Booking.com, your apartment’s “online presence” matters. The evidence continues to grow: guests listen
best to other guests!
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Other
Agents

vs.

Gold Coast
Holiday Rentals

Case in Point 1: Broken window handle

Case in Point 2: Rangehood filter build-up

Case in Point 3: Shower door seal (broken and unclean)

Case in Point 4: Bedside table buildup/discoloured

